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In The Modern Moves West, accomplished cultural historian Richard CÃ¡ndida Smith contends that the Watts Towers
provided a model to succeeding California artists that was no longer defined through a subordinate relationship to the
artistic capitals of New York and Paris.

The traditional African dance is gradually making way for more modern dance moves. Dance, in general, is
the art of expression with coordinated body movement which aims to serve the purpose of communication. In
various parts of the globe, such transformation seems to be the order of the day with some simple and funny
dance moves sweeping across the globe like wild-fire as seen in the Gangnam Style dance steps. In Africa, the
African dance transformation seems to be spearheaded by the West African countries. AnswersAfrica brings
you 8 of the most famous African dance steps. Popular African Dance Moves Galala Dance The Galala dance
was highly associated with ghetto to the point that it became the official dance in every Nigerian ghetto
community. This African dance style was highly promoted by prominent Nigerian acts who happen to be an
offspring of the ghetto community. The Suo gradually substituted the makossa dance which paved way for its
entrance into the Nigerian entertainment scenario. The moves involved in a typical Suo dance involves the
lowering of the waist and the pulling and stretching hand movement as may be likened to someone about to
start a generator set. Hlokoloza Dance Hlokoloza dance originated from South Africa. Yahoozee Yahooze
dance moves hit the stage and made its waves, however, Yahoozee dance style had some negative attachments
since it was alleged to be a dance style founded by the yahoo boys internet scammers and fraudsters. The
African dance style was quite popular after the release of the song that introduced it. Nigerian singer, Olu
Maintain adopted this dance style as a trademark for his hit song and re-packaged Yahoozee into a brand
name. The dance virtually contains a lot of hand movements pointing up with style while the feet remain
stationary or is just merely tapping on the floor. In the late s, a dance called Mapouka was banned by
governments of several West-African countries for its excessive sexual contents. Alanta Just about when you
think the world is out of dance craze, Alanta breezed in. Alanta dance was popular that it managed to find its
way into most west African social functions. Churches, amusement spots, workplaces and dance shows were
all victims of the Atalanta fever. The hand and leg movements and the grotesque face produce a crazy
spectacle. The makossa dance step conquered virtually every African nation. The makossa dance became so
trendy that it eliminated other trendy African dance steps at that time. Makossa involves a lot of wining and
thrusting hip movement. The Best Ever 2. From nightclubs and the streets of Ghana where it originated to
churches and schools, the Azonto dance got a strong grip on the average African who loves to dance. It is an
expressive and communicative dance that lets you communicate what you may have in mind while the music
is going on.
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Lyrical hip-hop The dance industry responded to hip-hop dance by creating a commercial version of it known
as urban choreography. From the point of view of someone deeply immersed in hip-hop culture, anything that
looks like hip-hop dance that did not come from the streets and is not improvisational in nature is not a true
hip-hop dance form. And studios could [sic] care less, because hip hop is one of their biggest moneymakers. I
am not doing any of the movement vocabulary of ballet. They know nothing about popping, nothing about
locking, nothing about boogaloo, breaking, or the hip-hop danceâ€” the social dances â€”or any of that. They
know none of the history which spans over 30â€”35 years, and so they pretty much cut off any type of
edification that a dancer can have. The term "new style" was created by dancers outside the United States.
They called the social dancing party dancing they saw "new style" which was short for "New York Style".
From a technical aspect, it is characterized as hard-hitting involving flexibility and isolationsâ€”moving a
specific body part independently from others. I remember her teaching us how to count music. She was like,
okay, we were like, count music? How do you count soul? It was crazy, you know? And she was like, how do
you guys get in sync like that? Toni Basil introduced this studio technique into locking in the s. Basil was
trained in ballet before being introduced to street dance by Don Campbell, the creator of locking and founding
member of The Lockers dance crew. Traditionally hip-hop dance, or any form of street dance , is not
performed to counts as these styles were created on the street rather than in a studio setting. Therefore, the
introduction of counts was a pivotal move into bringing hip-hop dance from the street into the studio. Even
with this addition, it would be years before commercial hip-hop developed into its current form. A second
important event in the development of hip-hop was the start of hip-hop dance instruction. Buddha Stretch was
a pioneer in this field. He started teaching formal hip-hop dance classes in at Broadway Dance Center in New
York City where he continues to teach today. An early example of this is when Janet Jackson performed the
Running Man in her music video for the song " Rhythm Nation " which was choreographed by street dancer
Anthony Thomas. Jazz-funk[ edit ] Another style the dance industry created in response to hip-hop was
jazz-funk. This style was shown in its early form on a sketch comedy series called In Living Color. However,
these methods are used in jazz-funk and in jazz dance in general. On the traveling convention circuit there
were tap, ballet, and jazz dance conventions, but there were none specifically for hip-hop. The same void
existed in dancewear. There was dancewear for tap, ballet, and jazz dancers but none for hip-hop dancers.
Monsters of Hip Hop and Nappytabs dancewear were formed to answer to both needs. Nappytabs is the first
line of hip-hop dancewear. Their line consists of tank tops, shorts, t-shirts, sweat pants, harem pants , and
hoodies. Although limited, representation for individual dancers had existed since the s at the beginning of the
music video era due to the pioneering work of talent agent Julie McDonald. Electric Boogaloo brought the
funk styles to the cinema. Breaking, locking, popping, and waacking were performed in these films. The
Dream Team all showcase breaking. Any Body Can Dance showcase all forms of hip-hop dance, especially
new style hip-hop. Bouncing Cats is the story of b-boy Abraham "Abramz" Tekya who uses b-boying to
empower youth in Uganda. The film is about two female dancers a ribbon dancer and a hip-hop dancer and
how their respective romances, the threat of their community center being torn down, and the stress of an
upcoming dance battle affects their friendship. Dancers who wanted to get on Soul Train after this time had to
rely on word-of-mouth recommendations from dancers who were already employed by the show. Each dancer
in line would take their turn dancing down the middle. Unlike Soul Train which focused on soul and funk,
these shows promoted Top 40 music and pop acts. Solid Gold employed a permanent dance troupe called the
Solid Gold Dancers who performed choreographed routines to musical performances. In , street dancers Marc
"Mr. This was the first time popping was shown on British television thus spreading its popularity in the
United Kingdom. Original Soul was coached by three professional choreographers who mentored them and
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helped refine their dancing. Over the course of 32 episodes they routinely participated in professional dance
battles including the popping battle at Juste Debout , the Seven 2 Smoke battle at The Notorious IBE , and
b-boy battles at Chelles Battle Pro. These crews now have official websites, work with musical artists, and
perform at live events. It has a similar premise to the Idol series of singing competitions with initial auditions
leading to the selection of a winner over the course of several episodes. In , poppers Robert "Mr. According to
Muraine, this was the first popping battle that was nationally televised. French hip-hop dancer Salah won the
first season of Incroyable Talent in Hip-hop theater Choreographer and artistic director Rennie Harris in
Though hip-hop dancing is established on film and on television, it has not gained the same level of exposure
in theater. This may be due to the fact that the dance is performed more in film and in television than it is in a
theatrical setting. Wiggles " Clemente and hip-hop historian Jorge "Popmaster Fabel" Pabon were involved in
hip-hop theater at its inception. Their dance company, GhettOriginal, produced the first hip-hop stage shows:
Harris founded Puremovement in in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In , Robitzkyâ€”who went by the name
"Swipe"â€”left Germany with his crew Battle Squad for New York City to look for b-boy legends they could
study under. Breakdance in Deutschland From Swipe to Storm: Consequently, a wide range of styles are
displayed including krumping, tutting, breaking, locking, boogaloo , and popping. Combine this with the
theater-worthy production values and a cast that exerts itself to an ungodly extent, and the end result is â€”
pun time! Before then, it could only be viewed on Hulu.
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Rather than focus on the most prominent California artists, Candida Smith prefers to concentrate on a few figures who
best exemplify how artists create a place for themselves in a more broadly defined modernity.

Osterns frequently featured Gypsies or Turkic people in the role of the Indians, due to the shortage of
authentic Indians in Eastern Europe. He became honorary chief of the Sioux tribe, when he visited the United
States in the s and the television crew accompanying him showed the tribe one of his films. American actor
and singer Dean Reed , an expatriate who lived in East Germany , also starred in several Ostern films.
Pornographic Western[ edit ] The most rare of the Western subgenres, pornographic Westerns use the Old
West as a background for stories primarily focused on erotica. Sweet Savage starred Aldo Ray , a veteran
actor who had appeared in traditional Westerns, in a non-sex role. One major revision was the increasingly
positive representation of Native Americans , who had been treated as "savages" in earlier films. A few earlier
Revisionist Westerns gave women more powerful roles, such as Westward the Women starring Robert Taylor.
Another earlier work encompassed all these features, The Last Wagon In it, Richard Widmark played a white
man raised by Comanches and persecuted by whites , with Felicia Farr and Susan Kohner playing young
women forced into leadership roles. Science fiction Western[ edit ] The science fiction Western places science
fiction elements within a traditional Western setting. New Vegas is an example of a video game that follows
this format, with futuristic technology and genetic mutations placed among the western themes and desert
sprawl of the Mojave Wasteland. Space Western[ edit ] The Space Western or Space Frontier is a subgenre of
science fiction which uses the themes and tropes of Westerns within science fiction stories. Subtle influences
may include exploration of new, lawless frontiers, while more overt influences may feature literal cowboys in
outer space who use ray guns and ride robotic horses. The classic western genre has also been a major
influence on science fiction films such as the original Star Wars movie of The most famous of them is The
Good, the Bad and the Ugly Spaghetti Westerns were characterized by the presence of more action and
violence than the Hollywood Westerns. Also, the protagonists usually acted out of more selfish motives
money or revenge being the most common than in the classical westerns. The Western films directed by
Sergio Leone were felt by some to have a different tone than the Hollywood Westerns. The Wild Wild West
television series, television movies, and film adaptation blend the Western with steampunk. The Jonah Hex
franchise also blends the Western with superhero elements. Old Man Logan graphic novel combines the
elements of superhero and post-apocalyptic fiction with western. Genre studies[ edit ] Tom Mix in Mr. With
the increased attention, film theory was developed to attempt to understand the significance of film. From this
environment emerged in conjunction with the literary movement an enclave of critical studies called genre
studies. This was primarily a semantic and structuralist approach to understanding how similar films convey
meaning. One of the results of genre studies is that some[ who?
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If you need this or another essay you may order it via myessays@racedaydvl.com These are regular- length Journals (
words) that analyze a museum exhibition, an artist lecture, or one of the "Suggested Readings" listed each week on this
syllabus.

Posted in Uncategorized , West Palm Beach by Patrick Lafferty 0 Comments Does the thought of living in
Florida conjure up images of sweltering humidity, hurricanes, and sharing your backyard with alligators that
escaped from the local swamp? Florida boasts some of the most up-and-coming metropolitan cities and
counties in the nation. Capitalizing on the year-round sunshine even if the summers are the stuff of legend , an
increasing number of newly-settled entrepreneurs and longtime residents are building attractive paradises in
our southernmost state. But West Palm Beach has made headlines for its growing job market, particularly its
accessibility to people who want to start businesses. Part of this might have to do with it being a major tourist
destinationâ€”about six million people visit the area each year, which does wonders for the economy. And a
booming economy means there are wide open doors for people who want to start a business, as well as find a
new start somewhere else. The benefits are obvious: While you still have to pay federal income taxes, the rest
of your paycheck is really yours to keep. There are excellent schools West Palm Beach is a city within Palm
Beach County; that county has the eleventh-largest school system in the country, with schools to its name.
West Palm Beach alone has twenty elementary schools , seven middle schools, and nearly thirty public and
private high schools. And locals will tell you that some very excellent high schools in particular are located
right in WPB. The size is also ideal for its many diverse restaurants, which you can scope out here thanks to
Modern Living. Fort Lauderdale is only an hour away; Miami is an hour and a half, and Key Largo is two.
Orlando is the biggest excursion, at a whopping two-and-a-half-hour distance. It has an accessible airport
While international flights might be better sought at the airport in Miami, for most people the Palm Beach
International Airport will be the perfect fit. Those business people migrating to WPB will need a good airport!
It benefits from gulfstream weather Everyone knows the summers in Florida may be better spent elsewhere.
But the rest of the year? West Palm Beach in particular benefits from a large gulfstream, which is a warm
underwater river that in this case makes its way from the Gulf of Mexico. This introduction of warmer water
affects the local climate nicely, giving balmy winters and cool evenings after the afternoon rains. It has too
many beaches to count This is Florida, right? It and California are loaded with beaches. Specifically, WPB is
allotted about 47 miles of the Atlantic coastline, which has numerous beaches available for public use. Yelp
even has a list of the ten best beaches in the city. More important to people who want to actually get a few
rounds in, the city has the most courses in any county in Florida! Think of being able to get all 18 holes in
without having to wait in lineâ€”and since Tiger Woods lives here, you just might get a selfie op. It has rich
historical character An obvious example of this is the famed Historical Society, which is located inside a
courthouse built in the s. After a revision added extra square footage but masked the attractive exterior, further
renovation not only restored the original edifice but established a county-wide historical society, along with a
museum and gift shop, inside. The city also has several community colleges and two universities of its own,
Florida Atlantic public and Palm Beach Atlantic private. While these events tend to cater to the obscenely
wealthy, regular folks often frequent them to get a look up close of the latest offerings in high-class seafaring
vessels and the culture that goes with them. You can visit the Kravis Center Think of this four-venue local
attraction as a Broadway of the South, where plays and concerts delight tourists and natives alike. The center
has been around since the early s and exists thanks to a confluence of public and private money, lots of
fundraising, and dedicated work by lots of folks. Admission is inexpensive for adults, and students and
children have either reduced or free admission. For other family-friendly events in Palm Beach, Modern
Living has assembled a massive entry list here. They have great ecotourism Thirty-five separate nature areas
dot West Palm Beach, stretching over 30, acres of land dedicated to promoting the flourishing and
preservation of unique and beautiful flora and fauna. Many of these areas are perfect for hiking and biking,
and encourage people to get out in the sunshine and enjoy the beautiful surroundings. A friendly economy,
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appealing weather, and lots of options for both the recreational and the educational set West Palm Beach forth
as an up-and-coming jewel of the south.
Chapter 5 : 18 Great Reasons to Move to West Palm Beach Florida
Buy or Rent The Modern Moves West as an eTextbook and get instant access.

Chapter 6 : The Modern Moves West | Richard CÃ¡ndida Smith
The Modern Moves West Richard Candida Smith Published by University of Pennsylvania Press Smith, Candida. The
Modern Moves West: California Artists and Democratic Culture in the Twentieth Century.

Chapter 7 : Western (genre) - Wikipedia
Get this from a library! The modern moves west: California artists and democratic culture in the twentieth century.
[Richard CÃ¡ndida Smith] -- "In Sam Rodia, an Italian laborer and tile setter, started work on an elaborate assemblage in
the backyard of his home in Watts, California.

Chapter 8 : Photos | Kevin Costner & Modern West
Exploring the transformation of California into a center for contemporary art through the twentieth century, this book
uses the experiences of the artists examined dramatically illustrate the paths taken as the United States has developed
a more diverse and inclusive culture.

Chapter 9 : framingham-modern-home â€“ Smart Moves in Metro West Boston
In The Modern Moves West, accomplished cultural historian Richard Candida Smith contends that the Watts Towers
provided a model to succeeding California artists that was no longer defined through a subordinate relationship to the
artistic capitals of New York and Paris.
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